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On 20 February 2021 the

European Union Training Mission

in Mali celebrated its eighth

anniversary.

This anniversary was

remembered with the publication

of a video on our website and

social networks, with images of

some of the training moments

throughout these years and the

speech by the Mission Force

Commander Brigadier General

Fernando Luis Gracia Herreiz.

As part of the support provided

to the Air Force by EUTM's

advisory pillar, the ATF's "Air"

strategic advisor provides daily

support to the FAMAs in the

field of aircraft maintenance.

On 08 February the EUTM Mali

deployed a Mobile

Educational Team (MET) to the

NCO School in Banankoro.

Change is almost impossible

without collaboration,

cooperation and consensus. –

G5 Sahel Joint Force,

Peacekeeping School, and

EUTM Mali.
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On its eighth anniversary, the

European Union's training mission in

Mali is more engaged than ever in

its commitment with the people of

this country, who really appreciate

our daily efforts.

Efforts do not come naturally.

Nowadays, EUTM soldiers give the

utmost of themselves to provide

advocacy, training and education to

the Malian troops.

The EUTM Team is permanently

supporting and assisting the Malian

Armed Forces in the framework of

Mandate Number 5. In this sense,

close coordination and tight contact

with them is key to providing

effective and positive responses,

thus satisfying their operational

needs.

All together we make every day

count.
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Fernando Luis GRACIA HERREIZ

Brigadier-General

Mission Force Commander EUTM Mali



EUTM IN CONTACT WITH THE MALIAN 
AIR FORCE

10/02/2021

SQUADRON COMMANDERS 
COURSE
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NATIONAL GUARD 04/02/2021

The "Squadron

Commanders"

course of the

National Guard

provided by EUTM

continues to tackle

new disciplines and

to set new goals on a

daily basis.

The trainees prepare
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As part of the support provided to the Air Force by EUTM's advisory

pillar, the ATF's "Air" strategic advisor provides daily support to the

FAMAs in the field of aircraft maintenance.

More specifically, this involves advising and training engineering

officers in programming and conducting aircraft maintenance

inspections.

Indeed, the objective is to guarantee quality technical visits allowing

maximum availability of aircraft engaged in operations in central and

northern Mali.

Thus, preventive inspections of all aircraft are carried out entirely

within the aviation maintenance squadron at Senou Air Base 101.

Once inspected and overhauled, the aircrafts are then ready for

deployment to BA 102 in Sévaré or BA 103 in Gao.

a sandbox to support the presentation of their operations

order for the future mission "the escort of a convoy".

It is from these two bases that they will

operate to support ground operations

by providing logistical transport,

reconnaissance or ground support

missions.

The support provided by the air force is

essential to the conduct of ground

operations and can only be provided by

a fleet of rigorously maintained aircraft.



MOBILE EDUCATIONAL 
TEAM IN BANANKORO
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On 08 February the EUTM Mali deployed a

Mobile Educational Team (MET) to the NCO

School in Banankoro. During a 3 weeks

lasting train-the-trainer course, the

Instructors of the NCO School can improve

their teaching skills in military topics with

the support of the MET mentors.

After the in processing and passing an

evaluation test, the training started with

Leadership, Communication techniques

and didactic methods.
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MET BANANKORO 
2ND WEEK

22/02/2021

EUTM Mali deployed a Mobile Educational Team

(MET) to the NCO School in Banankoro.

During a 3 weeks lasting train-the-trainer course,

the Malian instructors of the NCO School can

improve their teaching skills in military topics,

supported by MET mentors.

On the second week, the MET trainers not only

enhance the knowledge of the instructors of NCO

school in TCCC, C-IED, Topography, Weapon

handling and Technics Tactics and Procedures, but

also teach them some practical methods, which can

be used in their future instructions.

This experience will be key for next week’s

instruction trial, a kind of practical test in teaching.
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PANDA aims at learning the methods of

making an operational decision based on a

simple battalion-level theme.

In addition, it also aims to show the students

the need for a method in the elaboration of a

mission plan and orders, without neglecting

the importance of the conclusions at each

stage of reflection.

It was in the brand new tactical room set up

by the Directorate of Military Schools of the

Malian Armed Forces that the exercise

“PANDA” started. Planned to last about 58

hours, spread over multiple days, it will also

emphasize the importance of the combined

armed aspect, the knowledge of the infantry

battalion and its environment and other

themes such as the reasoning to employ

engineers or artillery.

EXERCISE PANDA
23/02/2021

CIMIC COURSE
24/02/2021

Bamako February 22, 2021 - Beginning of the Civil-

Military Cooperation course at the Malian

Peacekeeping School.

As representative of General Gracia, Commander of

EUTM, Colonel Vincent Henkinet, Belgian Army,

Chief of the EUTM Advisory Task Force, attended the

opening ceremony of the Civilian Military

Cooperation (CIMIC) course in the installations of the

Peacekeeping School.

The training in oral restitution of the conclusions of a tactical study and the writing of a graphic order is

also of utmost importance.

Led by EUTM instructors, PANDA represents an opportunity for Malian Cadet-Officers to complete their

theoretical and practical tactical knowledge. The objective for the latter in the near future is to be able to

fulfill their mission as staff officers within an operational staff.

Colonel Vincent Henkinet thanked the Study

Director of the School, Colonel Fofana for

enabling that course, and Colonel Doumbia,

Chief of Staff of the Joint Force Sahel. In his

opening remarks, Colonel Henkinet motivated

the students to take maximum benefit of it as

CIMIC aims to support military operations.
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Bamako, February 26, 2021. Graduation Day for CIMIC

officers.

Change is almost impossible without collaboration,

cooperation and consensus. – G5 Sahel Joint Force,

Peacekeeping School, and EUTM Mali.

"It is a fundamental instrument to win the

hearts and minds, and thus the support of

the civilian population. May this training

serve to achieve our common goal, which

is contributing to the stability and

development of the wider Sahel region."

Lieutenant Colonel Joao CARVALHO,

Portuguese Army, CIMIC Subject Matter

Expert, will lead the course and ensure «

Every Day Counts ».

27/02/2021

12/02/2021

MASCAL EXERCISE

The aim of the Mass Casualty (MASCAL) exercise was to

test and rehearse the emergency activation and

communications between Tactical Operations Centre

(TOC), the IQARUS Role 2 Enhanced Hospital, and the

Medical Emergency Physician Teams (MEPT) who

deploy outside the camp to treat, stabilise, wrap and

return patients as quickly as possible to definitive

medical care. The scenario generated eight casualties

over a two hours period and included a vehicle

accident, sporting injury and transfer of other casualties

by MEDEVAC helicopter. The exercise aims were

reached and all the participants including the Ops

Centre staff, Spanish MEPT and German medical team

learnt some valuable lessons.
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Bamako, February 24-28, 2021 - The top military

official of the European Union, French Vice-Admiral

Hervé Bléjean, arrived in Bamako, the capital of

Mali. A high-level trip of the Director General of the

European Union Military Staff that was very

welcomed by the Mission Force Commander of the

European Training Mission Mali, Brigade General

GRACIA, Spanish Army.

Vice-Admiral Hervé Bléjean, both on his personal

behalf and in the name of all member states of the

European Union, entrusted full confidence in the

training mission and its accomplishments.
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Banankoro Non-Commissioned Officers

(NCO) School /Koulikoro Training Camp

(KTC), February 26, 2021 - EUTM Mali

makes the days count. The mission of EUTM

Mali is to deliver advocacy, training and

mentorship in profit of the Malian Armed

Forces, thus contributing to the stability and

development of the wider Sahel region. The

different courses and activities are

delivered and led by specialized teams

sdcsf

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. This

proverb applies also to a wide range of different

circumstances where engagement needs to be conducted

for the completion of a task. Hence, his busy schedule

included many and varied activities. The Vice-Admiral

conducted office calls, had meets and greets with many

authorities of both the Malian Army and Ministry of Defense,

the European Delegation, National Capacities, G5 Sahel Joint

Force, EUCAP, the Embassy of France to Mali and MINUSMA.

Bamako, February 24, 2021 - After an office call with the

Chief of the Army Staff, Brigade General Oumar Diarra, he

was hosted by the Minister of Defence and Veterans Affairs,

Colonel Sadio Camara. The Vice-Admiral Bléjean

emphasized the consolidation of the partnership with the

Malian Armed Forces.

composed mainly of members of the Education and Training Task Force (ETTF) and Advisory Task Force

(ATF). The range of activities is wide and of varied duration depending on the objectives to be achieved:

from intensive one-week activities to the monitoring of multiannual plans at strategic level.
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The activities are either carried out centrally at KTC,

the main base of ETTF, or directly at the bases,

schools or institutions of the Malian army. Regarding

the Malian NCO School, renovation and new-build of

the NCO School, may become an EUTM project later

on.

Thus, Vice-Admiral Hervé Bléjean took the

opportunity to walkthrough the Banankoro NCO

School, where he participated in a graduation

ceremony. In his speech, he emphasized that the

NCO corps is the backbone of every Army.
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At the Koulikoro Training Camp, he had a meet

and greet with the EUTM troops.

Gao, Sevare, February 27, 2021 – A day full of

flights. In Gao, the Vice-Admiral Hervé Bléjean

met the First Military Region Commander,

Colonel Coulibaly. Afterwards, he was all ears to

the EUTM Mali Training Teams who were

providing Armored Vehicle Platoon training to

the Malian Armed Forces.

At the airport of Sevare, an officer of the

German National Support Element unveiled to

the Vice-Admiral the project for a new EUTM

Camp in Sevare. Finally, he met the Sixth

Military Region Commander, Colonel Yssouf O

Traoré, prior to departing to Bamako.

Bamako, February 28, 2021 - The Director of the

EUMS visited again the MFHQ EUTM Mali to

debrief the EUTM Mali Mission Force

Commander Brigade General GRACIA, Spanish

Army. Last but not least, a visit to MINUSMA was

on the program. Ties between the two missions

have been strengthened.

The EU supports the efforts of Mali and of all G5

Sahel countries for peace, security and

development in the country and the region.

Success is achievable and demands

commitments and resolve. Forever is composed

of nows; thus EUTM Mali makes the days count!

Admiral, many thanks for your inspiring visit.
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Practice makes perfect.

What was supposed to look like a normal workday at MF

headquarters turned into a Base Defense Exercise.

This exercise had been announced in advance for security

reasons. Nevertheless, when the siren blares, every soldier feels

that sound going through the bone.

What to do was worked out in standard operating procedures and

everyone had to make the effort beforehand to familiarize

themselves with the procedures and actions to be taken.

Main effort was for the dedicated Czech Force Protection Teams.

Meantime, key leaders staffed the Operations Center to steer

main response and manage the incidents.

Casualty care and evacuation were among other simulated

incidents.

BASE DEFENSE
11/02/2021

MFCDR HOSTED IN GENERAL STAFF 
04/02/2021

On 3 February 2021, Brigadier General

Fernando Luis Gracia Herreiz MFCdr of EUTM

Mali, was hosted by Senior Colonel Félix

Diallo, Chief of General Staff of the Malian

Army in Bamako.

During this meet, in the framework of

fostering EUTM Mali - FAMa relationships, the

strong bond has been enhanced once again.

The command attached great

importance to this exercise. You

never know. Better is to be

prepared and hope an assault on

the base will never take place.

The Deputy Commander, Col

Boeddeker in his role of Exercise

Director, after thanking the

training audience for their

dedication, reported at the end of

the rehearsal to the Mission Force

Commander Brigadier Gracia:

lijhsd“Mission accomplished. Now we will elaborate on the lessons identified.”

Preparedness is always the key to success.
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On February 5th and 6th, at the Koulikoro Training Camp,

training sessions were held for EUTM members in relation to

isolated persons recovery in military operations. The sessions

were given by SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance and

Extraction) instructors and EUTM medical personnel, involving

also the Starlite Aviation Company.

The aim of the course was to ensure the effectiveness of all

different EUTM members in this matter and guarantee that

everyone is familiar with the concepts of search, location and

identification of allies who, due to a military action, have been

isolated in the operation area.

This course was divided into 3 parts. It started with a purely

theoretical part, then followed by a theoretical-practical part

on the field in the KTC’s surroundings and ended with a real

exercise in the KTC training area. In this last exercise, the

knowledge acquired in the first two phases was put into

practice, simulating situations close to reality. Basic medical

skills and the procedures for extraction/rescues with

mechanized vehicles and with helicopter were the main

highlights.

With this kind of sessions and courses, we ensure that all

EUTM members maintain an additional operational capacity

for the mission.

SERE COURSE 
15/02/2021

EUTM DELIVERS C2 TOOLS
03/02/2021

On 3 February 2021, EUTM was present at the Malian Army Transmissions and Telecommunications

Directorate (DTTA) to handover IT tools, to be installed and operated as foreseen in the Operational

Command Information system (C2OPS). These tools will strengthen the C2OPS of the MaAF.

COL DOUMBIA and LTN SISSOKO, representing the Director of the DTTA, and COL COULIBALY, accepted

the equipment and recognized that the deliveries will make a considerable progress.

Indeed, once deployed, the equipment will particularly reinforce the operational capacity of the MaAF.

Moreover, C2OPS is a command software linked to the Command and Control function.

The quality and level of performance of this function is essential to the successes of force-led operations.

A clear and precise operational situation, the rapid and coordinated conduct of operations, the anticipation

of future actions, and the feedback of the various reports and the speed of processing can only be

achieved if the various Command Posts (CPs) can rely on a robust Information System established and

operated by trained personnel.

Furthermore, the next planned phase should lead to a

nominal situation for the Command and Control System in the

link between the Joint Operations Centre (JOC) and the IAT

CPs in Sévaré and Gao, before being extended to the

Command Posts in the military regions (MRs).

In the framework of the partnership between the EUTM and

DTTA, both EUTM and MaAF will continue to cooperate

ensuring that next phase achieves the planned objectives.
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MFCDR VISITS KTC
08/02/2021 

At dawn the MFCdr Brigadier General Fernando Luis

Gracia Herreiz and his CPT left Bamako for what should

become a memorable day at the Koulikoro Training

Camp, separated 60 kms from the MFHQ.

The special visit of the MFCdr included an attendance to

a formal Medal Parade and a walk-around in the training

camp to meet and greet the Commander of the FAMa

Camp, Colonel Traore, Malian Army, and the Education

and Training Task Force (ETTF) Commander, Colonel

Rafael Dengra Tello, Spanish Army.

The MFCdr thanked the Camp Commander for his warm

welcome and reiterated that the cooperation between

both FAMa and EUTM Mali is essential for the

reconstruction of the Malian Army. He advocated to

further cooperate in delivering the best to the Military

Schools, namely the best training and formation.

The medal parade was held at the Parade Ground. The

MFCdr congratulated his staff who received CSDP Medals

underlining that, despite the challenging environment,

the formation activities to build the FAMa capacity in the

security domain are a key part of the European

integrated approach to Mali. The General himself

handed-over some of the medals.

After the parade the ETTF Commander

provided the General with a briefing-

package, involving some key personnel and

subject matter experts, of the Force

Protection, HUMINT, CIMIC, MEDICAL Role

2 and the Spanish National Support Element.

After a working lunch, the General wrapped

up his visit by chatting to Colonel Dengra in

his role of KTC Base Commander.

A memorable day for the decorated, the

MFCdr and EUTM Mali. Hence, EUTM Mali

delivers advocacy, training and education in

profit of the Malian Armed Forces, thus

contributing to the stability and

development of the wider Sahel Region.

EUTM Mali Trainers awarded for their

outstanding service…
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Through this way and the occasion of

Valentine's Day, the MFCdr wishes to convey

his token of pride and appreciation for his staff

personnel to their families and loved ones. " I

am truly proud of my soldiers for their hard

work in the mission; all for the benefit of FAMa

and they are doing well".

The MFCdr had prior to his address also

warmed up his staff again to be prepared at all

times.

Since "warming up" was taken literally, the staff

had ordered a fire drill exercise on Saturday.

Back "All hands on deck" after last Saturday's

base defense drill.

Exercise Scenario news starts.

The kitchen on fire. It couldn't happen at a worse

time. We already saw the Valentine's Menu pass us

by. With our courage in our shoes, we still ran hard.

The accommodations were evacuated and the

procedures in case of fire were executed

meticulously. Four colleagues were caught by the

smoke; some of them suffered burns, others were

unconscious. The necessary medical care had to be

provided.

The cause of the kitchen fire will have to be

investigated. Soon people began to speculate about

what would be on the Valentine's Day menu. No, it

could not be whisky sauce; even with our military

background we understood that this is served cold.

« Crème Brûlée ? » as dessert. Even better, « Steak

flambé au poivre, escalopes de poulet flambées or

Poulet flambé au whisky ? » Most of the brothers

and sisters in arms answered in chorus “chicken

again”.

Exercise Scenario news ends.

“The soldiers are all doing well”. Have a happy

Valentine.
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Bamako, February 2, 2021,

General Gracia, Force

Commander (MFCdr) of the

European Union Training

Mission (EUTM) in Mali,

hosted the U.S. Ambassador

Dennis Hankins. His

Excellence was

accompanied by the U.S.

Defense Attaché to Mali, Lt.

Col. Ellen Canupp, and the

U.S. Political and Economic

Advisor to Mali, Ms. Kari

Jaksa. At the end of the visit,

Mr. Hankins signed the Book

of Honor of EUTM Mali.

This visit frames in the EUTM

Mali establishment of

contacts with local

authorities and EUTM

partners.
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VISIT OF THE ESTONIAN 
AMBASSADOR

On 05 February, Brigadier

General Gracia, Commander of

the European Union Training

Mission in Mali, hosted the

Estonian Ambassador Mrs Ingrid

Amer.

Her Excellence was

accompanied by the Counsellor

of the Estonian Ministery of

Defence Mr Vahur Soosarr. After

a conversation with the MFCdr,

Mrs. Amer signed the Book of

Honor of EUTM Mali.

The General expressed his

appreciation about the Estonian

contribution to EUTM Mali and

the other G5 Sahel missions.

05/02/2021

FROM SENEGAL TO STRENGTHEN 
AUSTRIAN BONDS

03/02/2021

As part of his meet and

greet with local

authorities and partners

of the EUTM Mali,

Brigadier General

Fernando Luis Gracia

Herreiz hosted today at

the EUTM Mali Mission

Force Headquarters in

Bamako, the Military

attaché of the Austrian

embassy to Senegal,

Colonel Georg Dialer.

During this interesting

visit, there was an

opportunity to strengthen

the bonds of friendship

and cooperation.

Memorabilia have been

exchanged.
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VISIT OF EU SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR 
SAHEL REGION

11/02/2021 

On 10th February, Brigadier General Gracia,

Commander of the European Union Training

Mission in Mali, hosted in EUTM Mali

Headquarters the EU Special Representative for

the Sahel region, Mr. Angel Losada. His

Excellence was accompanied by the POLAD for

EUDEL in Mali Mr. Maurice Aboki.

Mr. Losada, signed the Book of Honor of EUTM

Mali and memorabilia have been changed.

VISIT TO BANANKORO AND SEGOU
16/02/2021 

The Deputy Mission Commander (DCOM) of

EUTM Mali, Col Eckhard Boeddeker and the

Education and Training Task Force (ETTF)

Commander Col Rafael Dengra Tello visited the

NCO School in Banankoro.

During this visit, they could meet with the

Deputy School Commander, Maj Amidou

Monekata, who showed them the facilities and

they also had the opportunity to attend a

topography class provided by EUTM trainers.

In addition, the DCOM and the ETTF

Commander went from Banankoro to Ségou,

where they linked up with Colonel Dembélé,

2nd Military Region Commander during a

meeting.
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MEDICAL TRAINING EXERCISE
25/02/2021 

As part of ongoing medical training, IQARUS as one of

the healthcare providers for the EUTM Mission

organized an opportunity for the Spanish, Czech and

German medical teams to look at and compare the

capabilities of the different Mobile Emergency Physician

Team (MEPT) vehicles.

The MEPTs provide vital support to EUTM troops when

they deploy outside Koulikoro Training Camp (KTC), be

that on a training mission, route recce or logistic

resupply task.

OUR CELEBRATIONS

On February 16, Lithuania celebrates its

Independence Day. EUTM Mali wishes a happy

Lithuania’s Independence Day!

On February 24, Estonia celebrates its

Independence Day. EUTM Mali wishes Estonia a

happy Independence Day!




